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Holding hands in Peru
We had not thought to research the political and economic
climate of Peru before we left Australia. We were shocked
when our rickety taxi dropped us off at a hospital with the
name ‘Contingencia’ rather than ‘Antonio Lorena’. This hospital, unbeknown to us, was made up of large shipping containers and had limited resources. It was to become our
home for the next four weeks. Hospital Antonio Lorena had
been under construction for five years, with the funds having now disappeared. For many days we weaved our way
through locals protesting outside the hospital. The Government is changing, and local people want promises met before the election begins. It is questionable how long the Peruvians will have to make do with the tin sheds.
To truly understand what we experienced during our 4 week
elective we hope to transport you in time to see through our
eyes some moments we will never forget.
As I stood alone in the middle of the chaotic emergency department, I watched a policeman, wearing a large rusty gun
slung across his back, wheel a seemingly unconscious homeless man into the entrance. Nobody seemed to want to notice him and the man sat slumped in the wheel chair uncared for. He smelled like urine and other foul things. Finally, a doctor stepped out of the office area and walked up to
the man in the chair.
(continued on page 9)

Student Mental Health
A new year at Uni has begun, which
means seeing old friends, going back to
class and hitting the books (figure of
speech; I don’t think hitting books will
help study). As easy as it is to get caught
up in Medicine, always remember that
there is more to your life than the
sweet sound of Derek’s voice or allnighters at Hollydene (as tempting as
they may be!). Medical students are
particularly vulnerable to experiencing
mental health problems, with almost 1
in 5 of us likely to face an episode of
depression sometime in our life – that’s
more than the general population and
equates to nearly a whole year group of
the entire UTAS Med School! In addi-

tion, 50% of us will experience emotion- the more I studied! This self-inflicted
al exhaustion during our studies.
vicious cycle often left me worn out,
anxious and unhappy. Thankfully, I have
Although the statistics may sound grim,
now realized that learning every single
remember that YOU have the power to
detail about Charcot-Marie Tooth Synchange these numbers – and this starts
drome or the treatment dosages for
with your own decisions! Finding the
Mycobacterium Avian Complex Disease,
perfect balance between study, sleep,
is not worth the time (mostly because
food and leisure is the key to maintainthey are forgotten the day after I finish
ing your physical and mental wellbeing
exams). And because I have accepted
throughout your medical degree.
the fact that I won’t know everything
Now, no article is complete without a there is to learn about Medicine, I’ve
personal story!! Unfortunately my past had time to rediscover the joys of readthree years in Medicine have not always ing, swimming and spending time with
been aligned with the advice I am cur- family—which is a lot more satisfying!
rently giving. Up until recently, I would
(continued on page 9)
usually prioritize study over anything
else in my life. The more I studied, the
more I realized I didn’t know, and so…
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From the President
Welcome back to another great year!
I would especially like to welcome the first
year students to the course and introduce
you to the TUMSS family. The 2016 TUMSS
Committee is looking superb, made up of
students from all clinical schools and year
levels who are ready to represent each and
every one of you. I would like to take this
opportunity to introduce you to the team!
Your 2016 social calendar is in no better
hands than Fini Cusack and Josh Winston. As
your Social Vice President’s they have BIG
plans to push the boundaries of TUMSS social
by revitalising your favourite events and
looking at new and exciting opportunities.
Mrunmayee Bhalerao is your Academic Vice
President and will continue to conduct high
calibre of Academic events to complement
your education and transition from student
to medical professional.
This year our (newly divested) finances will
be meticulously looked after by Phillip Rothschild, while our immediate past President
Henry West brings in the funds to run such
high quality events as 2016’s Sponsorship
Officer.
Madeline Comfort our Honorary Secretary
has already done a lot to keep the society on
track over the summer, and Michael Assenheimer our IT Officer has been doing a lot
more than just asking if I’ve turned it off and
on again.
Jack Lego and Ella Orlowski are representing
Tasmanian medical students at the Australian
Medical Students’ Association. Again AMSA
has organised more incredible events this
year, with AMSA Convention being held in
sunny Townsville and the Global Health Conference in Newcastle. Make sure to keep an
eye out as more details are released!
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Final year students please pencil in the 14th
of December as the most important day of
the year. Lil Hodgetts and Kate Simpson are
teaming up to put on a day you will never
forget culminating in your Grad Ball.
Many thanks must go to your Publications
Officer Ynez Howlett-Jansen who has collaborated this fantastic edition to The Medic and
many more to come. Enjoy the read!
David Titchen, Med V
President
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From Burnie to Paris
Most normal medical students enjoy a final holiday between finishing med school and starting their internship (when real
life begins). So, I guess I’m not normal. Instead of enjoying the beaches in Thailand, trekking to Machu Picchu or traveling
around Europe, I spent most of my break working at least as hard as I had done in med school -if not harder. For me, my
perfect way to end med school was to spend five weeks in Geneva interning with the World Health Organization and two
weeks in Paris at the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) 21 st Conference of Parties
(COP21). For me this was the perfect way to end med school. Both opportunities came about through the International
Federation of Medical Students’ Associations (IFMSA).
During this time I worked with the WHO climate change team, which is under the Department of Public Health, Environment and Social Determinants of Health. They are a small team, but they are passionate and hardworking, achieving a lot
with what they have. Throughout my internship I participated in a few exciting moments, including the launch of the incredible new Climate Change and Country Health Country Profiles (which goes into detail about country-specific climate
change and health outcomes -analysing the countries’ policies to address the health impacts of climate change). Moreover,
I also helped the WHO team prepare for COP21 and continued to help with events and logistics at the conference. Wherever your medical interests lie, WHO has teams working on it and I’d definitely recommend going for a WHO internship if you
can. I went straight from Geneva to Paris, where I was one of a delegation of six for the IFMSA at COP21. We were a diverse
bunch, with the other five with the others hailing from Tunisia, Canada, Italy, Panama and Denmark, respectively. Our main
aim at COP21? To make sure the health impacts of climate change were adequately addressed in the negotiations and final
agreement. For all of us, this was our first COP and nothing had fully prepared us for one of the most intense fortnights of
our lives. We ran on about half the normal intake of food and sleep for the two weeks, along with a lot of adrenaline and
caffeine. Our days consisted of meetings with YOUNGO (the UNFCCC Youth NGO Constituency) and other health groups,
tracking the negotiations, going from country office to country office to lobby negotiators to recognise health and commit
to a strong agreement as well as and attending various side events. We also volunteered at the all-day Climate and Health
Summit and the World Health Organization side event, both of which both featured high level experts in the fields of public
health, the environment and policy making (including Ministers of Health from places such as Tuvalu and Fiji). Some fun
times were also had - the time I was running around in the rain trying to convince COP21 security that Richard Horton
(editor-in-chief of The Lancet-, nominated to moderate the WHO side event) was part of the WHO delegation in the
minutes before the side event started. Moreover, Some other highlights include seeing Arnold Schwarzenegger give a
speech, tweeting about it and having and a delegate from UN Russia retweeting me in Russian, having lunch with Tim Flannery and meeting and linking up Richard Di Natale with WHO.
The most exciting part of my time in Paris was being there for the adoption of the Paris Agreement. My work with WHO
managed to score me a UN pass into the La Seine Plenary Hall, which was filled with world leaders (including John Kerry, Al
Gore and our very own Julie Bishop) when COP21 President Laurent Fabius announced that the Agreement had finally been
adopted. The several thousand people in the hall then stood up and cheered, hugged and cried. This was a moment in history. The world saw the adoption of a universal agreement for action on climate change supported by 196 countries. This
agreement is stronger than anything we have seen before and truly really sets the foundation for real action on climate
change for the following decades. What’s more, WHO Director-General Margaret Chan has described it as one of the most
important public health agreements of the 21st century. Climate change is the biggest global health threat of the 21st century, but action on climate change presents huge health opportunities to improve health through ways such as reducing air
pollution and promoting both physical activity and healthy diets.
It is now that the real work begins. As Australia’s
future health professionals, we must hold our
Government accountable to the commitments
they pushed for in Paris and make sure our words
become actions. Climate change will become
more significant as our careers progress and we
must do all that we can now to minimise the
worst of the health effects of climate change and
seize the health opportunities presented with the
transition to clean energy and transport.
Thank you very much for Dr Alice McGushin (2015
UTas MBBS graduate and former TUMSS member) for sharing this experience with The Medic.
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Public Health in Uganda with
The ISSUE Foundation
Founded in 2010 The ISSUE Foundation is a Not for Profit organisation which strives to help students positively influence
the world around them through volunteering as well as designing and completing evidence-based community development
projects.
In November 2015 three first year medical students, Anna Thomas, Sophie Sanderson and Sofia Tsamassiros travelled to
Africa to spend one month volunteering in a small community in central Uganda called Masaka. Tom Strugnell, a fourth
year medical student, also travelled with the group to complete his one month elective at Kitovu Hospital.
Our main fund raising focus leading up to the trip was to buy a block of land for the Anaweza Talents and Skills Development Project. Anaweza help to guide children, young adults and mothers to lead a more sustainable life. They achieve this
by holding activities such as textiles, building skills, drug abuse counseling, sexual education and family planning. The block
of land will be developed based on sustainable techniques to help the project fund itself throughout the year when donations are minimal. It will also give the program access to greater teaching facilities and will eventually provide limited housing for those in desperate need.
The ISSUE Foundation has been working with the Anaweza Talents and Skills Development program for the five years it has
been running. Observing first hand the impact the program has had in the small community was, in my opinion, the most
rewarding part of the trip.
We also funded three HIV testing days in different communities. Although, in general, there is less understanding in regard
to HIV and its prevention, there appeared to be less stigma associated with the disease. Of the 48 people tested, 6 returned
positive results—all were female. This only represents a small sample of the population in the these communities, with
more than half the tested individuals being female. We funded a number of sustainable projects at the Nazareth Children’s
Home including building a piggery, buying four pigs, rebuilding their water tank, buying mosquito nets for the children and
buying 80 chickens - which were used as both food and a source of income for the home. We spent Christmas day at Nazareth, enjoying a large Christmas lunch and spending the afternoon dancing, talking and playing with the children. It was
lovely to see the support within the home between the individual children and their caregivers, especially to see how easily
new children were able to settle within the home.
The experience itself was indescribable and certainly something I would recommend to anyone wanting to immerse themselves in a different culture. It was amazing to see how individuals in a disadvantaged situation are able to welcome us into
their homes and are thankful just for our presence within their community.

Sofia Tsamassiros, Med I
www.theissuefoundation.org
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casual ensemble or orchestral setting,
with less demand on time compared
to a typical community-based or professional orchestra. The majority of us
are undertaking a time-demanding
uni course, after all. We aim to hold at
Do you play a musical instrument
least one major performance in the
(especially viola, cello, oboe, horn or
second half of the year, but we are also
brass)? Do you wish to continue playing open to other opportunities to play as
on the side whilst studying med? If you they come along.
answered “Yes” to both these quesHow to apply: Email us at
tions, then please keep reading on!
tasmanianmedicalorchesWho we are: Established in 2014, the tra@gmail.com with your
TMO is a small student-led music group Name, Course/Year, Student
intended for staff and students of
ID number, and brief details
UTAS’ Schools of Medicine, Para medi- about your instrument(s),
cine, Pharmacy, Nursing and Medical
years of playing experience or
Research.
AMEB standard. THERE ARE
NO AUDITIONS, but we sugOur purpose: We aim to offer stugest having at least 3-4 years
dents with a passion for playing music
of previous ensemble experithe opportunity to keep playing in a
ence (e.g. in school bands or

ensembles), or AMEB Grade 4 standard. Our orchestra intends to play at
an all-inclusive level, but those seeking
more challenging music can buddy up
with other keen members to work in
smaller ensembles.
If you have any other questions just
shoot us an email at the above address!
Jeremy Yang & Corinne The
(Med IV)

The Medivision Project was initiated in 2005 by UTAS senior lecturers Dr. Udayan Ray and Dr. Tom Hartley, with the
support of several UTAS medical students.
The aim of Medivision is to inspire budding medical professionals to create an ever developing health system. Good health
makes for a positively charged nation - for the present as well as for the future, and this is the ethos that Medivision
revolves around.
Medivision is largely unique amongst the Australian medical schools in that it not only attracts highly acclaimed medical
professionals from the region, but from all around the world.
Medivision 2016 is open to all students and the general public, and will be held on the 23rd and 24th of April, 2016.

2016 Key Speakers:
Nobel Laureate Professor Ada Yonath—Structural Biology Department, Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot,
Israel In 2009 Professor Yonath received the Nobel Prize in Chemistry along with Venkatraman Ramakrishnan and Thomas A. Steitz for her studies on the structure and function of the ribosome.
Dr Mammen Chandy, MD FRACP FRCPA FRCP—Director of Tata Medical Centre, Kolkata, India He has been a pioneer in developing the field of haematology and bone marrow transplantation in India and has led the largest and
most successful bone marrow transplant service in India at Christian Medical College, Vellore. He has also been responsible for setting up a bone marrow transplant centre in Muscat, Oman. He is the current chair of the Human
Genome Task Force of the Department of Biotechnology, Government of India.
Professor Sunil Chandy, MD, FCSI (Cardiologist) - Director of Christian College, India. Drawing upon his 25 years of
experience in Cardiology, Professor Chandy will talk about medical prevention aspects of Cardiology.
Registration for Medivision 2016 opens on March 1st, head to www.medivision.org.au for more registration prices, more
speaker announcements, and programme details.
Associate Professor Udayan Ray
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CHAI
OF
HOBART
Most people in Med become caffeine junkies -nipping out for their quadruple shot cappuccino between the morning lectures, day in day out. I, however, have not succumbed to this culture but like to stick to the sweeter/mellower/wankier
(skinny) chai latte (with marshmallows) option. You too can enjoy this sweet creamy goodness, so here are some top places to get yourself a chai:
NB: if you like your chai sweet ask for added marshmallows. You will get strange looks but it’s worth it!
Macquarie Chambers
This ranks as my favourite chai of all time. Macquarie Chambers is quite a walk from Menzies (close to the corner of Murray and Macquarie Streets) but you’ve got to find 30 somehow. On point for sweetness, creaminess, temperature, speed,
friendly service, and if you dine in Patrick the Barista will make it in a cute teapot for you (unprecedented elsewhere). It
also rates as the best value for money at a mere $3.70 for a small, including marshmallows.
Rating: 11/10 for everything
Artisan
A favourite for all the coffee-lovers and should be a favourite for chai-lovers too. Who can go past a barista in a black suit
vest and chai in a pretty patterned cup? Just an all round good chai: good spice: sweet balance, marshmallows are available, good proximity to Menzies AND they give a free cookie.
Rating: 9/10 for free cookie
Ditto Creations
New kid on the block, Ditto Creations, can be easily spotted in the ABC round-a-bout tunnel with their fluoro green truck
making it a prime coffee drop-in. Complimented with vegan treats, the chai (of course available in soy) will certainly warm
you up from the chill of those gusty tunnels. This is the cheapest deal in town with a special student price of $3.50 for a
small and $4.00 for a large AND if you’ve been sent down by 4 of your friends the buyer gets theirs free (it’s ok, not all five
have to be chai). Would recommend for those after a subtler chai but still with a good sweet: spice ratio.
Rating: 9/10 for best coffee cart design and student deal
Pilgrim
As an old doctor/student favourite I’m sure my rating won’t hurt this Hobart coffee institution. Personally I’m not a fan but
for those of you who like your more natural flavours this is probably more your cuppa (and you should avoid my other suggestions as sugar content will cause harm). I find there’s just a bit too much cardamom going for my liking but it was improved with marshmallows. Bonus for all those off dairy; the default brew is with soymilk!
Rating: 4/10 because I want my T2DM

DIY with Chai Pods in Hollydene
Are you thinking, “I need to pay for electricity not drink fancy superfluous beverages”? Why not make use of the TUMSS
Nespresso Coffee machine! Chai pods come in Vanilla and Spice flavours, 10 in a pack for $6.49 (+ milk money)!! Compare
that to the hefty $4 for a professional chai and you’ve got yourself a deal. Just put your pod in and press to go. Add as
much ‘milky goodness’ as required. The pod machine isn’t the best barista in town and can be a bit watery. It also won’t
clean up after itself.
Rating: 10/10 for price & convenience
Ayame Ochi, Med III
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The Silver Tsunami—a student’s experience at the Asian Medical Students’
Conference
th

th

From the 5 to 11 of July, I had the privilege of attending the 36th Asian Medical Students’ Conference (ASMC) as part of
the Australian delegation. For those who are not yet aware of this conference, it is an annual event organised by Asian
Medical Students’ Association (AMSA). AMSC provides medical students with the opportunity to work and build friendships
amongst hundreds of like-minded individuals from up to 20 national chapters across the Asian-Pacific-Oceanic geopolitical
region.
‘Geriatric Medicine – Embracing the Silver Tsunami’ was the theme of AMSC 2015 in Singapore. Through it, I gained greater
insights into the workings of geriatric medicine. I learnt of the current and future problems facing geriatric health, both
across the world and within every nation.
Different countries have a different issues and problems in ensuring efficient and impactful healthcare for the elderly.
Many of these issues would not be raised as important points of consideration in Australia, and I would never have thought
of them had I not listened to the delegates’ presentation. During the White Paper policy suggestion presentation, it was
heartening to observe how the delegates from the participating countries had such diverse and locally-appropriate policy
suggestions. The carefully thought out presentations – some of which pointed out shortcomings of current policies and
sought to provide alternative remedies – were very hopeful and inspiring to watch.
Apart from listening to other countries present their research papers and policy suggestions, I was also given the opportunity to take part in scientific poster research. Our scientific poster team could retrieve details of 1354 patients who met
the criteria of non-elective acute decompensated heart failure (ADHF) between Augusts’ 2014-2016 in Victoria. The Health
Administration Department of Western Health, Victoria, approved data collection. We then made use of multivariate analysis to model the predictors of readmission within 30 days, after adjusting for age, length of stay (LOS) and comorbidities
according to the Charlson Comorbidity Index. From this, we could gather that the median LOS in the readmitted group was
significantly longer than those who did not readmit (p<0.01). Staying in the hospital for six or seven days doubled the odds
of readmission compared to less than 48 hours (OR 1.99, CI 1.22-3.25, p=0.006). Staying in the hospital for more than seven
days tripled the odds of readmission (OR 3.08, CI 2.091-4.544, p<0.01). Old age and longer LOS were associated with an
increased risk of all-cause readmission – according to multivariate analysis.
A longer LOS is associated with a higher risk of hospital-acquired complications and other social problems that require intervention. In order to reduce readmission rates in elderly ADHF patients, factors that contribute to LOS need to be more
extensively researched. Our research paper placed second runner-up, and the Australian chapter did well in other presentations and researches too, coming first runner-up in White Paper and first runner-up in Scientific Paper as well.
Other than research and presentations, there were opportunities to explore many parts of the city in the afternoon and in
the evening. We visited many cultural and historical areas such as Little India and the state-of-the-art Marina Bay area, Gardens by the Bay (a huge, environmentally self-sustainable air-conditioned artificial garden, complete with the world’s tallest indoor waterfall!), went to the night safari and visited many nightlife
hotspots and local watering holes.
International Cultural Exchange Night was another highlight. Many kangaroo Onesies were worn and “Medlets” from all over the Asia-Pacific
flocked to us for Tim Tams, Wagon Wheels and Fairy Bread. Vegemite on
crackers were a big hit (or a big miss for those who ate crackers heaped
with a spoonful of this Nutella-look-alike yeast extract).
Lastly, I believe conferences such as this are an indispensable experience
for us: they encourage us to think about more than just the science of
medicine that we learn in textbooks, we can cultivate awareness of communities beyond our immediate ones and lastly they bring forth a sense
of global responsibility. For those who are interested in attending these
conferences in the future, AMSA International – Australia (AIA) send delegations of medical students to biannual conferences of AMSA; namely
Asian Medical Students’ Conference, typically held mid-year; and East
Asian Medical Students’ Conference, typically held in the beginning of the
year.
For more information, visit: http://www.amsa-international-aus.org/
Agnes Park, Med III
TUMSS International Students’ Officer
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Holding hands in Peru
(from the front page)
He grabbed a handful of greasy hair
and yanked the homeless man’s head
up to face him. Opening up his eyelid
the doctor prodded the glazed eyeball
with a bare finger. The eye pressed in
like a finger pushing into jelly, making
an obvious dent, then bouncing back.
The doctor pressed another two times.
When the homeless man didn’t react
or blink, the doctor released the greasy
hair, letting the man’s head slump back
onto his chest. Without any emotion
the doctor said “muerto”, shrugged his
shoulders and walked off, leaving the
homeless man unattended in the middle of the bustling department, supposedly dead.
It’s hot, smelly and only just eight in
the morning. Angel Alcatraz is a ninetytwo year old Peruvian man in the
emergency department. He is skin and
bone. He looks like a small child, except for wisps of white hair and wrinkled coarse skin. I can hear him from
the opposite end of the room - it
sounds like someone is blowing bubbles into a milkshake. The sound is Angel breathing. He is drowning inside his
own body. I stare, aghast, and look
back and forth between him and my
consultant. No one looks at him, it’s
like they don’t even hear it. His bed is
flat, and I wander over. By the time I
get there, his little body is twisted and
he has managed to get his head stuck
between the bars that act as protective
side rails. I try to gently manoeuvre his
head back onto the bed, and untwist
his sad little body. He is so hot and
weightless. I am not sure that he notices my presence. I begin to work on the
bed – trying to get the head to sit up so
that he can prop himself up. His daughter tries to help me. Eventually, seeing
my distress, the doctor waves a nurse
my way to help. We get him sitting up
to help him breathe a little easier. As I
walked by his daughter grabbed my
hand. Soundless with tears running
down her face, she embraced me.

ing on the table in front of me. She was
a middle aged Peruvian woman, wideawake, with her scalp completely
flopped backward exposing the white
bone of her skull. I poised my thoughts
and scooted in behind the doctor
attempting to put the puzzle back together. With my back pressed against
the wall, away from the squirting
blood, I cringed as the doctor sifted
through the chaotic surgical trays full
of unprotected suture needles and
blood soaked gauze. The women’s eyes
intently staring at the nurse above as
her scalp was tied back on.
I could not feel worse, or more dismayed. Yesterday, they disconnected a
man’s oxygen to clean the tracheostomy area. His entire body was convulsing
in pain despite being barely conscious.
One nurse was dabbing the area carelessly with betadine whilst the other
stood at the side of the bed. Every time
she poked at it, the man’s cough reflex
was activated and his body would begin
to convulse, as droplets sprayed out of
the tracheostomy site. The second
nurse’s job was to pull the man’s blanket over his small head. I guess it was to
reduce the risk of droplet transmission.
The man had (amongst other things)
active tuberculosis. I felt so helpless in
that moment.
The Peruvian people taught us a lot
about resilience, strength and courage.
Importantly, they taught us important
lessons about ourselves. They reminded
us that even when you think you can do
nothing, a gesture as simple as holding
a hand or fixing a pillow can bring a person more comfort than any of the pharmacotherapy we have dedicated years
of study to.
Ebony Alexander and Jean Flanagan,
Med V

Student Mental Health
(from the front page)

worst that could happen?” If this
means having to repeat the year,
chances are that you will learn
from your mistakes and even end
up a better graduate!
Take a break from study and always
dedicate time to do something
you enjoy. Even if it’s only half an
hour, you will come back feeling
refreshed, and more motivated
to finish off what you started. On
that note, make sure you never
lose sight of your pre-med interests! They help to distinguish you
from being ‘just another med student’.
Talk to someone about your troubles. They’ll help you put things
into perspective, and hopefully
remind you that things aren’t
nearly as bad as our minds like to
make them.
Think about ‘the absurdity of it all’:
often we stress about things like
handing in an assignment, studying for an exam, or trying to learn
respiratory physiology. Sure
these things warrant some complaint, but always keep in mind
that our problems could be so
much worse (e.g. not getting into
Medicine in the first place, or not
having the opportunity for an
education at all!). Try taking a
moment to appreciate how fortunate you are, look for good things
that can come out of seemingly
bad situations.
Lastly, friends – if you notice someone
not acting themselves, show them your
support and offer yourself as someone
who can listen. Whether it be a close
friend, classmate or peer some kind
words can really make the difference!
It’s our job to help patients in the future, so we might as well start with our
own colleagues amongst us.
Contact me if you want more info – welfare@tumss.org.au!!

Maintaining a balanced lifestyle will Olivia Chung, Med IV
help you to always see the light at the
Student Welfare Officer
end of the tunnel.

Here are some other tips I found helpful
Pushing through the large green doors when the stresses of medicine were
I entered the trauma room. My heart getting to me:
skipped a beat as I saw the patient lyAlways ask yourself: “what’s the
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inspiring lectures about leadership,
what to do once you have your medical
degree, emergency medical challenges,
I’m Jack, in fifth year, and your representative to the Australian Medical Stu- and sports competitions making up the
daytime, with exciting themed and cosdents’ Association – fondly known as
tumed parties each night. Don’t do
AMSA, for this year. To many I think
AMSA represents only convention and what I did and leave it a couple of years
before you get your first taste of this
drunken parties, but I see one of the
event because you’ll regret the years
biggest parts of my role this year is to
be showing you what else it can offer. you missed!

#yourAMSA

AMSA is a way for medical students
from all around Australia to come together and hang out and discuss the
similarities and differences of medicine
at different universities and to collaborate at a national level (such as advocating for intern placements for all
graduating doctors, or reducing bullying
in hospitals). Through AMSA, I have
made so many lasting friendships from
all around Australia, because of the fun
and informative events run each year.
There is something to suit everybody,
so please get in touch with me to find
out more, and get involved!
The National Leadership Development
Seminar is held in Canberra in May, and
is very competitive to attend, but a
great way to build your own leadership
skills through seminars and small workshops and tutorials.

If global health or refugee health is
more up your alley, the Global Health
Conference is run by AMSA in late August and is in sunny Newcastle this
year. After being inspired in Perth at
the same event last year, it is an event
that I cannot recommend enough for
you to attend! Refugee health, the ethics of aid in impoverished countries,
and getting health workers and health
services to remote Australian communities are all discussed, leaving you totally inspired.
The Vampire Cup is a national blood
drive and friendly rivalry between medical schools to convince medical students to donate some blood to the Red
Cross (in exchange for all the venepuncture and blood-taking you’ll be doing in
the future…). Stay tuned to hear more
about this in the coming months!

Last September, along with David
Titchen and Jack Lego, I had the privilege of attending the AMSA National
Leadership Development Seminar. For
five days we heard from an extraordinary range of speakers and visited
some of the most iconic places in our
nation’s capital. Highlights for me included the debate in Old Parliament
House, being there for the overthrowing of Tony Abbott and meeting
inspiring med students from all over
Australia and New Zealand. We also
had the opportunity to work in small
interest groups—I got involved with
the rural health group, David and Jack
with the refugee and asylum seeker
health group. Whilst in Canberra ,
David and I were able to meet with
our local MP, Mr Andrew Wilkie to
discuss the Border Force Act and
Bonded Medical Places. Getting involved with AMSA is an excellent way
to meet, and share ideas with, students from other Unis—something
that seldom happens in Tassie.
Attending NLDS is also a great opportunity to find out more about AMSA
and to get involved with both AMSA
and TUMSS. I would encourage students from all years to consider applying!
Ynez Howlett-Jansen, Med III

AMSA National Convention is held this
year in Townsville in July – a week of
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TUU Update
Hello! My name is Emily Mackrill and I am the
TUU Medical Science Precinct (MSP) Representative for 2016. The TUU (or Tasmanian
University Union) is the UTAS equivalent of
your High School Student Council, and has
been running since 1899. In my role, I advocate for medical, Para medicine and nursing
students, and although I know very little about
student politics, I hope to achieve a number of
things over the course of the academic year.
Free food- essential for life; the Sandy Bay
campus holds a free breakfast once a week,
which the surrounding satellite campuses miss
out on. I am currently in the process of advocating for free breakfast at the MSP, which will
hopefully be held weekly. Along with this,
there will be a number of free food events
throughout the year.
Better campus integration and publicitythroughout the year, Sandy Bay hold a number
of events that neglect to include the satellite
campuses (e.g. barrels, etc.) I will aim to give
better publicity to these events, and arrange
additional transport to and from Sandy Bay
when applicable.
Social events- I aim not only to improve campus integration, but also social integration,
amongst both med students, and also the Para
medicine and nursing students.

Finally, AMSA Councils are run three times throughout the year, and
are times for each university’s AMSA representatives and presidents to
come together and develop goals for AMSA to achieve collectively. All
students are welcome to attend “council” and see and help contribute
to how AMSA runs, and often these are used as ways to get more involved in the future. The first will be run April 1-3 in Sydney, and stay
tuned for how to apply if you want to join me there!
Suffice to say AMSA does a lot, from connecting med students with
each other, inspiring and reminding you why you’re studying this
looong degree (and, of course, hosting phenomenal parties)!
Jack Lego, Med V
TUMSS AMSA Representative
amsa@tumss.org.au
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Lunch-time activities- I will soon be organising
regular lunch time exercise sessions, including
yoga and Pilates.
If you have any suggestions as to ways in
which your experience at the MSP could be
improved (e.g. equipment that needs upgrading, suggestions for the best free food, etc.)
please don’t hesitate to contact me at emilym7@utas.edu.au.

Emily Mackrill, Med III

Study Tips from your
Academic VP

things which have worked for me over
the past two years. Although they
might not all be applicable to you, trial
and error is your best friend, so go for
it! Give them a try.

Darkness seeps into the sky like ink
across a page, the sun’s rays fast disappearing. A tired figure emerges with a 
furrowed brow and a heavy mind, heavier than the clouds hanging ominously
in the sky. The figure slowly turns
around, looking upward at the monolith
of neglected study that stood before
them, recollecting their younger, carefree days. Days now long gone and al- 
most forgotten, days before they first
set foot inside this institution. The medical school.
Dark? Yes. Dramatic? Also yes. But for
many of us (myself included), medicine
and the workload associated with it can
be quite intimidating and at times, dis
heartening.
So I am just going to tell you a few



Content- There’s a lot of it, so
learn to study smarter, not just
harder. Highlight important
points in the textbooks instead of 
writing it all out. Technique is
more important than the amount
of time you spend.
Laptops are amazing… but also
distracting. If an ethics lecture
has been going on for the last 45 
mins and you haven’t been able
to catch up on the latest episode
of G.o.T, you’re going to have a
bad time. Try and take a notebook for once, see how that
goes.
Pictures are better than words
Diagrams are so much better for 





visual memory. Get around
Netter’s flash cards- very handy
stuff.
Robbins is useful.. but mostly as
a paperweight. I would suggest
investing in a pocket version of
Robbins. It has everything you
need and references to the original book.
Always, always go to dissection.
It is a fabulous opportunity to
look at what you’ve learned.
Cleaning anatomical structures
numerous times helps with remembering them.
Complete the prac before the
prac. Try and do the pracs before
you go in, that way, those two
hours can be used as revision.
But also don’t be disheartened if
you are unprepared, those questions are going to remain with
you, do them when you can.
Find a study buddy with similar
interests to you. You don’t have
to do lectures together but you
can quiz each other after doing
the work individually. Apply this
as OSCE practice and you’ll never
question my advice.
Talley is the Bible of Communication and Clinical Skills. If you
don’t believe me, I’m sure Judy
will convince you of its importance very soon.
Encourage yourself. You will
have inspiring thoughts once in a
while, we all do. They might not
seem useful at the time but write
them down nevertheless. They
could be of great help after one
of those anatomy lectures when
you are doubting your existence
in this degree.



This list can go on for ever, but try and
enjoy the journey rather than race towards the destination. Work hard, party harder.
Mrunmayee Bhalerao, Med III
(Intro by Niko Moutsatsos, Med III)
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towns with no resident doctor and a
population of 220 people. It’s this kind
of variety that makes rural practice
Experience
both exciting and challenging, and
which makes it so appealing (especially
for someone with a short attention
What is JFPP?
span like me!)
Basically, the Australian College of Rural The other aspect of the JFPP is that ruand Remote Medicine (ACRRM) thinks ral livin’! I stay with a family on a sheep
that rural practice is primo and wants
farm named “Lilburn”, where there’s
medical students to realise this too. If
always a lot going on. Mornings usually
you win a JFPP scholarship you’ll get to include feeding the chooks and colspend 8 weeks over 4 years working in lecting the eggs, and the weekends usuthe same community every year, gain- ally involve some sort of farm work,
ing both great experiences in medicine which to me is a lot of fun because I
and learning about the things rural
usually visit Glen Innes at the time of
practice can offer you. ACRRM awards year that the lambs are suuuuuper cute.
you with both the experience and a
The social part of the JFPP is actually
monetary prize to help you on your
really good fun- I’ve been to birthday
way. You don’t have to be from a rural parties, attended every GP practice
amazing privilege being invited into a
background; in fact I’m from suburban Christmas party, been water-skiing,
family’s home for two weeks a year,
Sydney.
drenched lambs…
being involved in small communities
where everyone will know who you are,
What happens on your JFPP placeWhat is the craziest thing that’s hapand really honestly there’s nothing
ment?
pened on your JFPP placements?
quite like being stopped on the highway
I’m placed in Glen Innes, NSW, with a
This year I helped deliver 3 babies! That home to the farm in the afternoon bedoctor who is a Rural Generalist. Basiwas a bit wild, really… I don’t think any- cause there’s 3,000 head of cattle being
cally this means that he’s a GP with ad- thing could have prepared me for that
droved. Why would you not want that
ditional qualifications relevant to a rural experience!
experience?
environment. My mentor’s name is
I was also invited to scrub on a hernia
The John Flynn Placement Program is
Ross, he’s an anaesthetist and a GP,
run by the Australian College of Rural
which leads to some pretty interesting repair when I was a first year student,
and
got
to
suture
a
person!
and Remote Medicine to entice medical
days. One of my realisations whilst on
students towards rural practice. Appliplacement this year was that one of the Why be a part of the JFPP?
cations are open until March 30th and
things I enjoy most about rural practice
both first and second year students can
is actually the lack of routine. I like that Apart from the obvious answer of it’s
good
for
your
portfolio
and
that
it
gives
apply.
some days it’s just a round at the hospital then to the GP Practice all day, other you a lot of exposure to really cool
medicine that you wouldn’t otherwise Ashleigh Gibson, Med III
days are spent in theatre, or dashing
back and forth from the Emergency De- be able to be involved in, the JFPP is a
partment and the GP practice, and oth- chance to #gorural, see more of Australia and there’s just something about ruer days again are spent attending the
ral life that will draw you in. It’s also an
nursing home, prison or nearby small

Pre-clinical JFPP
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Clinical Fashion—Ladies
Starting out in medicine, the concept clinical dress was a foreign one. We’re told to avoid too much cleavage and to keep
our bum cheeks covered – but here are a few tips for those who need a little more guidance, starting with some beauty
basics. If you’re new to Tassie, and not sure of where to get your retail therapy, there are also a few tips. Don't get too
excited! - our fashion scene is less than ideal (and yes that small village without David Jones is the CBD).
My suggestions are not sacrosanct - rather ideas derived from flicking through too many magazines or overdosing on reality TV. I also don’t try this hard every day can often be found wandering around Menzies in my Pajamas or ‘active wear’.
Hair – Keep it neat, clean and slicked back (Kardashian style). The last thing you want is to lean forward and have your
bangs falling on to something unsightly (particularly in dissection!). My preference is for French braids (if you’re a genius)
the low or high pony or a sleek bun. Bobby pins, hairspray and hairgel are your new best friends. As far as side ponies are
concerned… I’m not a fan (symmetry is best). Also steer clear of glitter spray and zigzags. A great time saver from my life
inspiration, Blair Waldorf, is the headband. I’m not talking ribbons and sequins just a simple block colour, metallic or tortoise shell is a great accessory (I’d try pharmacies, Witchery or Mimco for these). Another classy, easy trick is to grab a section of your pony, wrap it around the band and hold with a pin for a more professional look.
Make-Up – If au natural is your thing then kudos to you. But I would recommend a simple, natural look for clinical (save
the contouring kits, bright lipsticks and smoky eyes for town). Tone, moisturize and prime and find a BB cream/everyday
liquid foundation that suits you, preferably something light and water based. My favourites are Chanel vitalumiere aqua
ultra-light or Clinique superbalanced which are both available at Myer. Concealer is great to cover the bags from late night
study (and Netflix). To set your foundation use a translucent powder (my favourites are Clinique or Nude - Myer again).
Please, please don’t forget to colour match your foundations and blend them down your neck, don't rock that orange line.
If you’re feeling a tad blank some light bronzer or blush can help, careful with both, they are there to accentuate features
not create them. Stick to a lighter eye, I'd suggest a neutral palate with eyeshadows: creams, bronzes, browns and beiges
are a good go to. And make sure not to be too heavy handed with the mascara. [Chanel and Benefit have good ranges at
Myer].
Jewels - Less is more. Avoid anything bulk or dangly – they only get in the way and are the perfect home for bugs. A simple
chain can look classy and is a safe place to keep rings that need to be taken off. A chic watch with a second is also essential.
Nails – The longer the nails, the dirtier the hand – so keep them short, clean and tidy. It is also a lot easier and less painful
(for yourself and your patient) to percuss with short nails. Back to school dress code on this one - no fake nails, gels, shellac or polish means we'll have to settle for a shape and buff.
Eleanor Eastoe, Med III

When a thought is born
In that twilight of the moment
When a thought is conceivedIn that minutely finite matrix of ignition
In the depth of that finite space
When the light is born
I am free
I have broken free
The net cannot catch me now
I evade the laws of physics
In that frame of singularity
Before the first tick of time
the thought would have raced to eternity

Thank you to everyone to contributed articles for
this edition of The Medic and also a big thank you
to the team of editors—Gabrielle Brailsford,
Rachelle Teoh, Andrea Tan, Joseph Cheong, Carena Lai, Rachel Stafford, Philip Rothschild, Shivanthi
Bartlett, and Tasvin Hans.
I would also like to thank past TUMSS Publications
Officers Gab Dejanipoint and Henry West for their
support and advice.
The Medic accepts all well considered and appropriate articles for publication. If you are interested
in contributing to future issues, or have feedback
on this one please contact TUMSS Publications
Officer and Editor of The Medic Ynez HowlettJansen at publications@tumss.org.au

Sam Salani, Med V
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